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In cardiovascular medicine, as in all other medical disciplines, realizing the full value of clinical trial research data requires that the data be accessible to the research community and others who might be able to use them. Traditionally, the dissemination of knowledge derived from clinical research has been limited in scope: Investigators who have designed and conducted clinical trials make the decisions about which statistical analyses to conduct and then publish peer-reviewed articles to disseminate their findings. Clinical trial data are considered the property of the investigators and the entities that sponsored the research, with little or no opportunity for investigators external to the original study team to access the data. This traditional model is based on dissemination via print publication, the origins of which date back to the 17th century.

By continued adherence to this model in the age of electronic knowledge exchange, our understanding of clinical interventions is limited by our lack of access to comprehensive data from all clinical trials in several ways. First, a select number of individuals decide which analyses to conduct, choosing some at the exclusion of others, while an analysis that might have been of great interest to another investigator (and which may have a direct bearing on clinical practice) may not be performed. Second, among these findings generated, a select number might be included in any peer-reviewed publication, leaving the research community and clinicians at a loss to know about findings generated but not disseminated. In fact, by comparing published articles with trial protocols, 50% of efficacy and 65% of harm outcomes per trial have been shown to be incompletely reported and biased toward the reporting of statistically significant findings. Third, among all trials conducted, there may be significant publication delays, as happened with the Ezetimibe and Simvastatin in Hypercholesterolemia Enhances Atherosclerosis Regression (ENHANCE) trial, which was completed in April 2006, but the findings of which were not released until after substantial coverage in the news media in January 2008. Finally, only a limited number of trials are eventually published. By examining trials registered with an Institutional Review Board or the publicly available trial registry (and which may have a direct bearing on clinical practice) may not be performed. Second, among these findings generated, a select number might be included in any peer-reviewed publication, leaving the research community and clinicians at a loss to know about findings generated but not disseminated. In fact, by comparing published articles with trial protocols, 50% of efficacy and 65% of harm outcomes per trial have been shown to be incompletely reported and biased toward the reporting of statistically significant findings. Third, among all trials conducted, there may be significant publication delays, as happened with the Ezetimibe and Simvastatin in Hypercholesterolemia Enhances Atherosclerosis Regression (ENHANCE) trial, which was completed in April 2006, but the findings of which were not released until after substantial coverage in the news media in January 2008. Finally, only a limited number of trials are eventually published. By examining trials registered with an Institutional Review Board or the publicly available trial registry ClinicalTrials.gov, submitted to the US Food and Drug Administration as part of new drug applications, or presented as research abstracts at national scientific meetings, it has been estimated that between 25% and 50% of completed trials remain unpublished.

The cumulative effect is that patients, physicians, other healthcare professionals, and the research community are placed in the position of making clinical or research decisions with access to only a fraction of the relevant clinical evidence that might otherwise be available. Making clinical research data available outside individual pharmaceutical companies or clinical research groups has obvious value, as Gøtzsche argues in this issue of Circulation: Cardiovascular Quality and Outcomes, in terms of validation, reproduction, and optimization of new knowledge generated from clinical research, but why are data not made more widely available to the scientific community? In this commentary, we will review some of the common concerns about data sharing, provide some prominent examples of data sharing currently underway in cardiovascular clinical research, and conclude with our expectations for more open scientific and information exchange through data sharing that will increase the value of all clinical trial research.

Data Sharing Trials and Tribulations

Data sharing is increasingly common in some areas of medical research, particularly among genomics investigators and research groups engaged in systematic reviews and meta-analyses; however, individual, patient-level clinical trial data sharing is less common because of concerns among investigators and challenges with the actual act of data sharing. The principal concern, voiced primarily by investigators, is that a substantial amount of individual time and effort has been invested to design the trial and collect the data and that, in return, they deserve ample opportunity to conduct their analyses and disseminate their findings. Without question, investigators do deserve some period of respite during which they can prioritize their analyses and publish their work; however, a recent study found that fewer than half of trials funded by the National Institutes of Health are published within 2.5 years of completion. Dissemination delays exceeding 2 years inevitably slow and diminish the impact of any research. Although investigators may be concerned about being “beaten to the punch” with their own data, they should focus their attention on the fact that the time and effort they have invested has not resulted in data that is being fully used to further scientific understanding and improve patient care.

Other objections to data sharing are also frequently raised, including concerns that multiple analyses by various independent research groups will produce analyses with differing results, either because of human error or because...
external investigators conduct inappropriate analyses; that clinical trials are designed with prespecified study protocols and that additional analyses amount to “data-dredging”; and that data ownership belongs by right to the original investigative team. However, the scientific community is well-positioned to review and put into context differing results from the same trial data, as well as to judge whether data has been “dredged” or appropriately analyzed. Regarding ownership, Vickers has posed the rhetorical question “whose data set is it anyway?” He posits that although the data legally belong to the investigators, science (particularly medical science) is essentially an enterprise conducted for moral reasons.15

Data sharing is a complex undertaking; the scientific community must reach a consensus about several critical points before the promise of sharing clinical research data can be realized. First, what are the responsibilities of the original investigator team? To share data effectively, they must produce a clean, well-described, and accurate data file that can be used by others and protects patient confidentiality. Second, who supports their effort to create this data source? Third, what if there are subsequent questions and inquiries? Who bears responsibility for the shared data?

Another broad issue is the question of who owns the data and who should be allowed to access the data. Is access unfettered or should some minimal application or registration system be used to minimize data-dredging and incentivize prespecification of analyses using shared clinical trial data? If the latter, who is responsible for reviewing these applications? Should there be a commitment to publish these analyses or, at least, report results on a central repository akin to ClinicalTrials.gov?

Finally, where should the data be placed for others to access? Is it the responsibility of journals to house data from affiliated publications, as is currently done by the journal Trials,16 an open access, peer-reviewed, online journal that publishes on all aspects of the performance and findings of randomized controlled trials? In this and other models, who should support this effort and pay the costs of maintaining Internet accessibility?

Although many of these questions remain unanswered, the scientific community has begun the process of developing standards and solutions to common problems. The Institute of Medicine set forth recommendations on managing research data in the information age.17 The Wellcome Trust convened a number of research funders to develop a coherent vision, principles and goals to promote the sharing of research data to improve public health,18 supporting organizations which include the World Bank, the National Institutes of Health, and the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation.19 Journal editors have developed guidance for the preparation of raw clinical data for publication.20

**Current Data Sharing Initiatives**

There are several prominent examples of data sharing currently underway in cardiovascular clinical research that are illustrative and can inform our expectations for open scientific and data exchange.

**National Institutes of Health Data Sharing Requirements and the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute**

The National Institutes of Health has implemented a policy to share clinical trial data, placing a priority on making the results and accomplishments of the activities that it funds publicly available. All investigator-initiated applications with direct costs >$500,000 in any single year are expected to address data sharing within their grant proposals21; however, in practice, the sharing of data varies widely among the Institutes, and the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute clearly leads the way. Alone among the Institutes, the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute has established the Biological Specimen and Data Repository Information Coordinating Center (BioLINCC),22 which provides centralized access to more than 100 clinical trials originally funded by the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute, including the Antihypertensive and Lipid-Lowering treatment to prevent Heart Attack Trial (ALLHAT), Coronary Artery Risk Development In young Adults (CARDIA) trial, and the Multiple Risk Factor Intervention Trial for the prevention of coronary heart disease (MRFIT). To access this data, one need only register as a BioLINCC user and submit a simple request form for review by a National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute official that essentially requires a brief overview of your research needs, a research plan or protocol, proof of ethics committee review, the principal investigator’s curriculum vitae, and a research materials distribution agreement.

**The International Stroke Trial**

The investigators who designed and conducted the International Stroke Trial (IST) have also been leaders in data sharing. The IST, conducted between 1991 and 1996, was a large, prospective, randomized controlled trial of nearly 20,000 individuals to determine whether early administration of aspirin, heparin, both, or neither influenced the clinical course of acute ischemic stroke.23 This trial was originally funded by multiple agencies, most prominently by the UK Medical Research Council, the UK Stroke Association, and the European Union BIOMED-1 program. These data have now been made available for public use, to facilitate the planning of future trials and to permit additional secondary analyses.24 As part of making these trial data available, the investigators explain the process of anonymization of the data and ethics committee review. This is a critical issue in data sharing, given that consent for publication of raw data is not routinely obtained from study subjects.

**The Yale University Open Data Access Project**

We have engaged in a project to promote and facilitate sharing of industry clinical trial data, led by Principal Investigator Dr. Harlan Krumholz, the Editor of Circulation: Cardiovascular Quality and Outcomes. The Yale University Open Data Access project, although not specifically directed at cardiovascular research, aims to create a model that can be applied to the complete range of medical interventions.25,26 Through a grant from Medtronic, Inc, we have developed a model to facilitate wider availability of clinical trial data and independent analysis by external investigators. As an initial effort, we are coordinating reviews of the safety and effectiveness of Medtronic’s recombinant bone morphogenetic protein-2 product by 2 independent research groups and will subsequently disseminate all clinical research data regarding the product provided to us by Medtronic to external investi-
gators. This effort is intended to provide a means to ensure access to comprehensive clinical research data currently owned by industry or sponsored by any other funder.

The Way Forward
Increased open science and information exchange through data sharing will further the value of all clinical trial research. Most of the data from clinical trials in cardiovascular medicine are currently not available to the scientific and clinical communities. When providers recommend treatment options to patients, this is routinely done on the basis of information that is biased and seriously incomplete. This standard of practice is tolerated not because it has any intellectual or ethical justification but because we are accustomed to it. The clinical and research community often only becomes aware of its shortcomings when safety concerns are raised about a drug, device, or other treatment strategy. Past experiences with rofecoxib,27 rosiglitazone,28 and oseltamivir29 have illustrated that it is in the public’s interest to have access to comprehensive clinical trial data to ensure a complete understanding of drug or device safety and effectiveness.

Clinical trial data sharing, however, goes beyond product safety concerns. Science is a community, continually building on one another’s ideas. In the era of electronic knowledge exchange, when open access to data has become an accepted norm in most of science, we need a better way of working together. Only by making individual patient data available to the whole research community can we derive full benefit from the enormous resources devoted to human clinical trial research and maintain patient trust in the research process.
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